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HP/CAI
T h i s co m pufer-assis ted - i nstr u ct io n, o r C Al, sysfem m akes i m press iv e co nt r i b ut i o n s

to the sfafe of the art of CAl.lt's a combination of f ield-proven hardware,
a standard computer language, and well tested curricula.

The f irst curriculum is an elementary mathematics drill and practice program.

By William G. Ansley and Samuel D. Edwards

Tser a NEw pRoDUcr sHouLD contribute substantially
to the state of the art has long been a philosophical tenet
at Hewlett-Packard. It's somewhat paradoxical, there-
fore, that one of the major contributions of HP's com-
puter-assisted-instruction system is that it is deliberately
designed to have as few hardware and software innova-
tions as possible.

At present the HP/CAI system consists of a mathe-
matics drill and practice program running on the HP
2000B general-purpose BASlC-language time-shared
computer system. The mathematical concepts covered are
those normally encountered in grades one through six.
'Drill and practice' means t[at the concepts are presented
by the teacher in the classroom and the CAI system gives
the pupils practice in using the concepts.

The drill and practice program is written in BASIC
and runs like any other program on the time-shared sys-
tem. As it happens, the idea of a CAI program written in
a high-level language and running on a general-purpose
system is very unusual; before the HP system came along,
the trend was toward special hardware and software.
fn fact, HP's use of. standard teleprinters as terminals
was also quite unusual at the time the system was
introduced.

The advantages of standard general-purpose hard-
ware and software are many. To name a few, reliability
is generally much better, spare parts are readily avail-
able, and the system can be used for purposes other than
CAL Reliability is, of course, a concern of major impor-
tance to the school. The system simply must work and
keep working with minimal maintenance.

Even more important than reliability, however, is the
question of whether the curriculum is valid--do the stu-

dents learn? The HP/CAI mathematics curriculum is
based on that originally developed by Dr. Patrick Suppes
and his associates at the Institute for Mathematical Stud-
ies in the Social Sciences at Stanford University. * There
exists a great deal of field test data which clearly dem-
onstrates that children receiving 5 to 10 minutes a day
.  A  CAI  Math  Dr i l l  and  Prac t ice  Program in  Fundamenta ls  o f  Ar i thmet ic  was deve loDed
under the directi0n of Dr. Patrick Suppes at Stanford University-lnstitute for Mathe-
mat ica l  S tud ies  in  the  Soc ia l  Sc iences ,  and was suppor ted  in  par t  by  the  Nat iona l
Sc ience Foundat ion ,  the  U.S.o f f i ce  o f  Educat ion ,  and o ther  agenc ies .  The Hewle t t -
Packard instructional program is based upon this work. This reference does not con-
stitute endorsement 
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ttre ttp program by NSF, Stanford University, or other agencies.
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of CAI drill based on the Stanford curriculum show sub-

stantially better scores on standardized math tests than

control groups not receiving the computer-assisted in-

struction.
Although based on this well validated curriculum, the

HP curriculum has some extensions and is implemented
quite differently. Students' placement in the curriculum

and their progression through it have been made more

flexible and individu alized. Reports for teachers' use have

been simplified. Problems are generated by the program,

rather than stored as they are in other systems; this tech-

nique reduces the amount of data storage required to

one-fiftieth of what it originally was and makes it possi-

ble to implement the Stanford curriculum on a small low-

cost computer system that smaller school districts can

afford.

Structure of the Curriculum
Mathematical concepts covered by the HPICAI pro-

gram are:

I Counting

r Horizontal and Vertical Addition

r Horizontal and Vertical Subtraction

I Units of Measure

r Horizontal and Vertical Multiplication

r Simple and Long Division

I Fractions

I Decimals

I Commutative, Associative, and Distributive Laws

I Negative Numbers

The structure of the curriculum is designed to achieve

several objectives:
I to allow individualized student placement

r to provide material that is automatically adjusted to

each student's achievement level so that every student

can have successful learning experiences

I to allow an individualizedrate of progression through

the material to match each student's learning rate

HP /CAI-In the Beginning
Hewlett-Packard has a history of involvement in education.
Long a supplier of laboratory instruments to high schools'
col leges, and universit ies, the company bui l t  i ts f i rst com-
puter in late 1966 and short ly thereafter produced i ts f i rst
educational computer product, the HP Educational BASIC
System. A later system, the HP2000A Time-Shared BASIC
System, has also proven useful in schools. Both systems
allow many students to share the same computer and there-
fore minimize lhe per-student cost of computer equipment.

Neither of these systems, however, is a computer-assisted
instruction (CAl) system. Both are intended primarily for
computer-science education and scienti f ic problem-solving.

And while i t  may seem to be a logical extension of the com-
pany's previous efforts in education, the HP/CAI system
didn't really come about that way. Instead, it grew out of
the personal commitments of a few people. Had they not
been associated with a company already heavily committed
to the educational f ield ihe whole thing probably wouldn't
have happened, of course. But they were. And i t  did.

In 1967 a technician named Kemp Mil ler joined the sol id-
state group in the Hewlett-Packard research laboratories'
Soon Kemp had interested several other HP employees, in-
cluding Bi l l  Ansley, in an organization cal led Counterpart,
which he had organized.* As a Counterpart act ivi ty, Bi l l
brought various data processing equipment to the Hoover
Boys Club in East Palo Alto, Gali fornia one evening per

week. He observed the interest generated and the boys'
enthusiasm.

In the early summer of 1968 Kemp cal led Bi l l  and sug-
gested he might be able io assist the local Ravenswood
City School Distr ict in their CAI project in a voluntary, ad-
visory capacity.

Bi l l  met Wil l iam Rybensky, the distr ict 's CAI project

leader, and studied and observed the CAI activities for
several months. By then he was hooked. He was convinced

that CAt was an excit ing technique which combined the

chi ldren's enthusiasm for equipment with sound psychologi-

cal and pedagogical principles to offer a real solut ion to

some serious educational problems.

Bil l  enl isted the unoff icial support of Jim Rudolph and

John Lazier of Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. Together they

buil t  a small ,  special-purpose computer terminal which

seemed to offer a substantial, badly needed cost reduction
for CAl.

I t  was at this t ime, in December 1968, that Bi l l  decided
to switch careers. He had been a computer user since he

had l irst learned FORTRAN at Bel l  Telephone Laboratories

in 1960, but hadn't previously considered leaving semicon-
ductor device physics for a computer career.

Paul Stoft. a director of HP laboratories, offered Bill a
chance to continue his investigation in CAI ful l  t ime as a

member of his section. During the spring of 1969, the orig-
inal idea of a special terminal was shelved, and the concept

of using standard terminals on an essential ly standard HP

time-sharing system was decided upon. Roy Clay, manager

of software at HP's Cupertino division, was interested by the

idea and offered Bi l l  a transfer to Cupert ino where the proj-

ect has been carr ied on since June 1969. Sam Edwards
joined the project in August 1969 and did most of the actual
programming. A prototype system was installed at the
Ravenswood City School District in November '1969, and
the first production system was delivered in September of
1 970.

Comments Bi l l  Ansley: 'Many people helped in gett ing

the CAI activity started. Everyone approached for help re-
acted with enthusiasm and interest. They saw an opportun-
i ty to make a personal contr ibution to a vital human and

social need in education by using their part icular technical

ski l ls. '

'The August 1,1970 issue 0f SATURDAY REVIEW has an art icle by Wallace
Stegner which describes Counterpart and Kemp Miller's part in it. The title: 'East

Palo Alto'.
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LESSONS

The HP/CAl mathemat-
ics drill and practice cunicu-
lum is divided into six years.
In each yeat are 24 concept
blocks, each of which presents
students with practice prob-
lems in a specilic mathematical
concept. A block consists ol a
pretest, f ive main /essons, and
a post-test. Initially any student
can be placed in any block by
the teacher and therealter he
progresses sequential ly t tom
block to block.
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A studenl scoring 8!i% or above
will move directly to the post test
for that concept block.
The teacher is automatically notified of
continued poor periormance (score (60% at level l)
so that remedial instruction can be given

Each main /esson is available at live levets of ditticulty. Levet 5 is the most ditti-
cult, level 1 the least ditticult. A student moves up or down one ditticulty level depending
upon his score on the previous main lesson. lf he gets 100/" on the pretest he sklps
the entirc block. Every student works independently and progresses at hls own rate.
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to provide individualized review material to fit each

student's needs

to allow automatic skipping of material in which the

student demonstrates competence.

The HP structure closely parallels the Stanford struc-

ture, but removes certain limitations of the original

version. Skipping of material was not allowed in the

Stanford system, and student placement and rates of pro-

gression were not completely independent as they are in

the HP system.
The curriculum structure is illustrated in Figs. I and 2.

Each year is divided into 24 blocks of material. Each

block is one or a few specific types of math problems.

Any student may initially be placed in any block chosen

by the teacher. Thereafter the student progresses sequen-

tially from block to block.

Each block consists of a pretest, five main lessons, and

a post-test. Each main lesson is available at five levels

of difficulty. Fig. 2 shows how a student may progress

through a block.
The student first receives the pretest. This has prob-

lems from all of the five levels of difficulty available in

the main lessons. Depending on his score on the pretest,

the student takes one of six possible paths.

If he gets l00Vo on the pretest, he has demonstrated

competence in the material contained in this block and

he skips to the pretest in the next block. This avoids un-

necessary drill.
If he gets a score of less than lOOVo, the student takes

main lesson 1 at an appropriate difficulty level, depend-

ing on his pretest score. When he completes main lesson

I, his score on it determines whether his next main lesson

will be at the same difficulty level, or one level higher,

or one level lower. This branching continues after main

lessons 1 through 4.

After main lesson 5, all students are given a post-test

very similar to the pretest. The pretest and post-test com-

bination provides a check of whether the students are

showing improvement. The post-test scores for each stu-

dent are also used to determine that student's review les-

SONS.

What about students at level 1 (the easiest) and level 5

(the hardest)? How can they be moved down or up, as

appropriate? In the first case, the teacher is notified on

her daily report of any student who is performing poorly

at level 1, so she may take remedial action. In the second

situation, the student who achieves 85% or higher at

level 5 is branched immediately to the post-test, skipping

any further main lessons in that block. All main lessons

contain essentially the same material, so if a student mas-
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T.ESSON OUER. YOU AIISUERED 5 OUT OF ? CUESIIONS CORRECTLY'

GOODBYET TRACY. PLEASE IEAR OFF ON tHE DOTTED LINE'

Typical HP/CAl lesson dealing with horizontal
addition and subtraction. Student responses are inwhite'
Since the systern genetates problems with random num-
bers, no two students evet get exactly the same /esson.
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Daity report to teacher is a concise summary ot
only the unusual cases ln a c/ass-



teacher. Also, the student is assured of having successful
experiences because the difficulty level of his problems
is adjusted automatically. These qualities are especially
important for students who have had past histories of
failures in school.

Reports
Three reports inform the teacher of student progress

and assist her in her classroom work.
The daily report gives the teacher a concise list of

only the unusual cases in her class, and presents this in
sentence form rather than cryptic tables. The sample re-
port in Fig. 4 shows some of the situations that are re-
ported including a 'new concept' coming up for Mary
Yancy. This alerts the teacher that Mary will be meeting
a particular concept for the first time in the course and
may require some assistance if it has not already been
discussed in class. Thus the reports help the teacher deal
in the classroom with the spreads in achievement levels
which the CAI system is treating in drill and practice.

Fig. 5 shows a sample class report which is typically
furnished weekly to teachers. This shows the positions
and rates of progress for all students in the class.

An individual pupil report is also available at the
teacher's request. This gives the post-test scores and
other data on all blocks completed by that student.

Another report, the curriculum report, gives the num-
ber of students in the school who have completed each
block to date, along with the means and standard devia-
tions of the pretest scores and post-test scores, and the
pre-to-post-test differences. This information is necessary
for continuing improvement of the curriculum.

Considerable eftort went into making these reports
concise, readable, and available on-line, at any terminal,
whenever and wherever requested. By contrast, previ-
ous systems' reports to school personnel were volumi-
nous tables with cryptic headings. For efficiency, be-
cause of their number and size, they were produced on
a line printer at a central location and distributed to the
teachers and staff, who usually glanced at them with
dismay and then quickly deposited them in the circular
file. On the other hand, the HP reports have proved to
be well suited to the schools'interests and needs, and
have played an important role in the acceptance and use
of the system.

HP/CAl Hardware
The HPlCAf hardware consists of the Hp 20008

Time-Shared Computer System, shown in Fig. 6, along
with a maximum of 32 teleprinters, which are the student

Fig. 5. Weekly c/ass report shows positio ns and rates ot
progless tor all students in the c/ass. An individual pupil
report is available at the teachet's reguest.

ters one main lesson at the highest level of difficulty he
has mastered that concept block.

Review lessons with essentially the same features are
automatically intermixed with main lessons when they
are needed by a student. The CAI system examines each
student's post-test scores for blocks already completed,
and schedules reviews. Blocks having the lowest post-test
scores are reviewed first. Blocks with post-test scores
over 85Vo are not reviewed. Skipping of material is not
allowed in review lessons.

After completing a group of review lessons the stu-
dent is again given a post-test, and the new post-test score
replaces the former post-test score for that block in that
student's file. Checks are built in to prevent repetitive
review in any one block and to omit reviews on blocks
where post-test scores are 85Vo or higher.

Sample Lesson
Fig. 3 shows a sample lesson as it appears on the tele-

printer. The student immediately learns whether his an-
swer is right or wrong. If wrong, he is given another
chance to determine the correct answer, but for internal
scoring purposes only initially correct answers are con-
sidered right. Although not shown in this example, the
student is told the correct answer after a second mistake
on any problem and is asked to enter that correct rulswer
for reinforcement.

Each student works independently, and all the stu-
dent's work takes place privately without risking the
ridicule of classmates or the possible displeasure of the



The HP/CAt program runs on the HP 20008 Time-shared computer system. The

system handtes 32 studenfs atat ime.The central processor,shown here,is small  enough

to be tocated right in the elementaty schoot, so telephone charges are minimized'

terminals. The central processor consists of standard HP

hardware which has proven its reliability. It is a general-

purpose system rather than a system dedicated to CAI.

The capacity of the system fits the needs of most

schools quite well. Class scheduling considerations indi-

cate that about 16 or about 32 terminals should be avail-

able, to allow handling a half class or a full class at one

time. The average elementary school with an enrollment

of 400 to 500 can get along with 16 terminals for one

CAI curriculum. Larger schools would require 32 termi-

nals. The usual rule of thumb is 30 to 40 students per

day per terminal.

In a typical installation, the central processor and 32

terminals might be located in one school, or the processor

and 16 terminals might be in one school and the other

16 terminals in a nearby school. This means communi-

cation costs are either zero or fairly low.

The student terminals are Model 33 Teletvpes@. The

keyboards are standard with the sole exception that the

ampersand (&) has been replaced by an underline. This

modification is accomplished by changing the small print

wheel on the Teletype, a three-minute job.

HP's use of standard terminals ran counter to a trend

toward putting special 'CAI' features on the students'

keyboards. These features were generally of little value,

and to get them one had to accept many disadvantages,

such as:

lack of several common punctuation marks, a real

drawback to language programs

special characters which were so small that they were

unreadable

the need for relearning keyboards when going from

CAI terminals to standard units for problem-solving

or vice versa
. problems in the availability of servicing and parts

@ Regis te red  t rademark ,  Te le type Corpora t i0n .



r inability to use programs developed on standard sys-
tems without reprogramming

f inability to use newer terminals such as Teletype-
compatible CRT's as they become available.

HPlCAl Software
The system software is the same extended BASIC lan-

guage used by commercial and scientific users. When the
20008 system was developed, several features were
added to BASIC primarily for CAL

The ENTER statement was added to allow timed stu-
dent entries and certain other features. With this state-
ment the teacher can specify a maximum number of
seconds (up to 255) for a student to answer each prob-
lem. If the student doesn't enter an answer within the
specified time the system proceeds with the lesson. Dif-
ferent times can be specffied for each student.

The TIM (time) function is included so the system can
read the real-time clock to determine when a student's
session at a terminal is completed.

Three other features added for CAI also have use in
other fields. The CHAIN statement allows a program to
call a following program automatically. This allows, in ef-

fect, infinite program size. The COM statement provides
an area of common storage between chained programs
so data can be transferred quickly between programs.
The CSAVE command allows programs to be saved in
semi-compiled form; this eliminates about 9OVo of the
compilation time when a new program is brought in with
a CHAIN statement.

All the CAI programs are written in BASIC. BASIC
has many operational advantages over either assembly
language or special purpose 'author languagesl Among
these advantages are:
I ease of programming. Program development is expe-

dited because of the interactive nature of time-shared
BASIC.

I improved reliability because of extensive debugging
in previous applications

I the possibility of using the system for other things,
such as solving problems or teaching students to pro-
gram in BASIC. BASIC is a general-purpose lan-
guage and it runs on a general-purpose system.

I the possibility of sharing CAI packages among users.
BASIC is a more-or-less standard language which will
run on many systems, whereas assembly language is

Fig. z. Sludenfs a/most univer-
sal ly  are enthusiast ic  about
CAl, regardless ot what syslem
it is.



specific to a given system. When changing from one
manufacturer's BASIC to another's, some reprogram-
ming may be necessary, but it will typically be very
little.

Generation lnstead of Storage
In the HPICAI system the Stanford curriculum is im-

plemented quite differently from the original. In the orig-
inal Stanford version the computer system stored every
problem and its answer. This was an aid in gathering re-
search data, but it took an enonnous amount of storage.

In the HP system problems and answers are generated
as needed, subject to the constraints specified for each
lesson in the Stanford curriculum. As a result. the stor-
age needed for the math program has been reduced by a
factor of 50, making it feasible to run the program on a
small, low-cost system.

What generation means can best be explained by an
example. Suppose the lesson deals with horizontal addi-
tion problems with sums between 10 and 14. Instead of
storing a large number of problems such as 5 f 5 : 10,
5 + 9 -  1 4 ,  8 * 3  =  1 1 ,  a n d  s o  o n ,  t h e  H P  s y s t e m
inserts random integers for A and C into the equation

A * B : C

subject to the constraint that C must be between 10 and
14. The system then computes B and presents the prob-
lem to the student as

A+B- - .
The BASIC programming required to do this is as

follows:

C = I N T ( S x R N D ( X ) ) + 1 0
A = INT( (C + 1)x RND(X) )
B : C - A .

The first statement generates a number C between 10
and 14. RND(X) gives a random number between 0 and
0.999999, and the expression INf( ) takes the integer
part of the quantity within the parentheses. The second
statement generates a new integerA between zero and the
sum C. The third statement simply subtracts A from C.

Although in this example the algorithm for generating
the required problem is relatively simple, the algorithms
for most lessons are considerably more complex. Many
more requirements must be satisfied, such as limits on
values of addends, carrying or borrowing in specific col-
umns, and avoiding ambiguous problems in units of
time (e.g. - DAYS = I MONTH). Considerable doubt
was expressed by several people in the CAI field as to
whether it was possible to write suitable algorithms for

HP /CAI-The Future
Addit ional CAI activi t ies are now going on at HP in the areas
of hardware, system software, appl icat ions programming,
and support.  Applications programming projects include:
I lmplementation of an elementary English curr iculum on

HP 2000 systems. This program, covering material nor-
mally taught in grades four through six, is scheduled for
release in early 1971.

I revision of the math program to make it even more effec-
t ive and to make i t  avai lable on both the 20008 and the
2000c

I  development of a number of general CAI packages which
wil l  assist university- level people in developing their own
materials

I studies of possible efforts in higher-level mathematics
and in init ial  reading.

Hardware and system programming efforts are aimed at
implementing present CAI programs on the 2000C system.

New support act ivi t ies include recent establ ishment of
an advisory counci l  to assist in planning and in develop-
ment of an educational users' group to assist in information
exchange among the more than 250 educational inst i tut ions
using HP computer systems.

some types of problems, but the HP/CAI math package
has settled that question.

Generation rather than storage of problems provides
other advantages, too. The lesson specifications are
stored compactly in files, so it's easy to revise and update
the curriculum by simply updating those brief specifica-
tions. There is no need of manually revising and editing
a data base of 4.5 million characters. Generation also
means that the lessons are essentially cheatproof, be-
cause no two students ever get exactly the same lesson.

Trade-offs
When a different approach to a task is used, there are

usually trade-offs involved. In the case of the math pack-
age, there were two primary trade-ofts. On-line genera-
tion of problems is not very attractive for word problems,
such as 'If I have two apples and four oranges, how
many pieces of fruit do I have?' Although word problems
could have been provided, either by storage or by a
quasi-random selection among sentence elements, they
were not included in the package. After careful study,
it was decided that the long printing time for word prob-
lems, the common reading dfficulties of students, and
the need for more human interaction in teaching word
problems made it unwise to include them.

The only other major change, compared with some
older CAI systems, was the deletion of student response
records. Some systems have recorded every student re-
sponse on every part of every question for 'possible later
analysisl Since this information is primarily of interest



to research workers and not to the typical school system,
the reduction in system cost more than justified eliminat-
ing these records.

Gratifying Response
The prototype HP/CAI system has now been in use

by approximately 500 students at Willow School in East

Palo Alto, California for more than a year. So far, the
response has been gratifying. Students have almost with-

out exception been extremely enthusiastic about the sys-
tem. HP cannot claim any special credit for this since

CAI seems to be a very powerful motivating factor re-
gardless of the details of the system. Teachers and ad-
ministrators have also been very pleased with the system.
Its reliability and the nature of the reports it produces

have pleasantly surprised most of the staff involved. In

the CAI field, the HP ideas of a higher-level language
on a general-purpose system, standard terminals, use of
generation techniques, small systems tailored to meet
school needs, and others, seem to be gaining acceptance'

Synergistic Development
Worthy of special mention are the procedures that

were used in developing the HPICAI package. The uni-

versal practice in CAI had been to have the effort seg-
mented into curriculum, system analysis, programming,

coding, and so on. Too often, this procedure led to com-

munications problems between members of the team.
By contrast, the HP/CAI package was developed by

a small number of people who were involved across

the complete spectrum of the task. In particular, the
opportunity for those doing programming in BASIC
directly to observe students and teachers using the sys-
tem, coupled with these programmers' deep involvement
in the analysis of the curriculum for developing algo-
rithms, resulted in a powerful synergistic effect. Difficul-
ties that students experienced were directly observed and
corrected, often within a few minutes by a programmer

working on-line at the site.
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mathematics. also at Stanford, he

ioined the Peace Corps and was
sent to Malaysia, where he served
three years as a mathematics
instructor at the Victoria Inst i tu-
t ion and the University of MalaYa,
both in Kuala LumPur. On his way
home from Malaysia, Sam
stopped off for three months in
Nepal, where he real ized a long-

t ime ambit ion by cl imbing to the base camp of Mt. Everest,
20,000 feet above sea level. In August 1969 he ended up
at HP's Cupert ino Division as the principal programmer

for the HPlCAl mathematics program. Currently he is
f inishing the programming for a soon-to-be-released
elementary English CAI program.

Sam wil l  receive his MS degree in mathematics from
Stanford as soon as he completes one more course. He

speaks German and Malay as well  as English. He l ikes
backpacking, ski ing, and scuba diving, and has a pecul iar
penchant for cl imbing volcanoes-he has eight to his
credit so far.
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Distortion in Gomplementary-Pair
Class-B Amplifiers

ln which the author develops,
among other things, a new treatment

of crossov er d i sto rti o n

By B. M. Oliver

Tnn,ne ARE Two pRINcrpAL TypEs oF otstontroN in
class-B amplifiers using complementary pairs of transis-
tors. One is caused by B difterence between the two
transistors; the other, known as crossover distortion, is
caused by differences in the slope of the transfer char-
acteristic near the operating point as compared with the
slope at high current levels. We shall consider both types
using a general approach applicable to a wide variety of
particular circuit configurations and shall study the effec-
tiveness of negative feedback in suppressing the distor-
tion. In all cases we assume a sinusoidal input and take
as the measure of distortion the ratio of total harmonic
power to fundamental power in the output.

B-Dilference Dislortion
Consider the circuit of Fig. 1, in which two transistors

having difierent B's are biased by an appropriate means
and have their common emitter node connected to a load
resistor, Rr. The source is assumed to have an internal
resistance, Rr. There are, of course, little resistances like
R6, the base ohmic resistance, and R,, the emitter resist-
ance, but for the moment we shall consider these to be
included in R, and Rr. Since we shall be considering large

signals here, we shall neglect the junction-law distortion
and assume the junction resistance to be zero for forward
bias and infinite for reverse bias.

For e, positive, the transmission is given by
, €z R, FtR^r ' :a :  ( t  -dJR,  +& : ;3 f f f i t la)

where a, is the a of the upper transistor. Similarly for
negative er,

, €z {:-- - FrR,* ' :  
t :  11 - or; R, * R, czRr * BoR, 

'  (tul

The ratio of these transmissions is

k, _ F, azRt * FzR,
k" 

- 
F" a'R' f B1R, 

' (2)

If R, is infinite (current source of magnitude ft) trcn
k, a,B, B,
;:;E=E 

while if R, is much less than BR,, then

k,/k" = 1. The ratio of R"/R, determines the amount of
local feedback or degeneration and affects the ratio of
the transmission for positive signals to that for negative
signals. B-difference distortion thus depends upon the cir-
cuit configuration and will in general be low if the pair is
voltage driven and high if the pair is current driven. The
point is that, for any configuration, one can always find
the appropriate k, and k, and from these compute two
normalized slopes

k , . k ,mt:Tt,  
a * iPand m':Tk;k,W (3a)

which have the properties

m ' ! m " _  
l  a n d  

t n t _ : ! z
2  

-  
f l t 2 -  k r '

(3b)

We are now in a position to represent the actual am-
plifier, whatever its configuration, by a linear amplifier
followed by a non-linear device having the transfer char-
acteristic shown in Fig. 2, where w is the input amplitude
and v the output amplitude. We neglect all curvature at
the origin, present in actual devices, electing instead to

11

Fig, 1. flvo transisfors of dilterent B teed common load.



simplify the analysis and obtain a slightly pessimistic re-
sult.

In the feedback amplifier of Fig. 3, which incorporates
our non-linear device, we have for positive siglals

, * - -  
f f i t $  - r *  ( 4 )- 1 - m * B

and similar$, for negative sigrtals:

v- : T:#,"p s- '

p.B is the loop gain if v - u (unity slope). This B is the
traditional feedback ratio. Nothing to do with transistors!

lf mwere unity and we wished an output

Y : 4 s i n d '

we would need an input

w -  
r - t ' F a s i n 6 ;  ( 7 )

p

with this input and the actual transfer characteristic, the

output will be

! : QSr sin 6, Y)0
(8 )

! : asz sin 4, y(0

where

7 - p Bs i : f_ f f imt ,  i :1 . ,2 .  (9)

J1 and J2 rr€1 of course, the transfer characteristic slopes

as modified by the feedback. Both approach unity as pp
-> oo unless rrhot ntz is zero.

The amplitude of the fundamental component in the

output is:

y s i n 4 d 4

square departure from the fundamental is

is zero, the feedback is useless. On the other hand, if

m1 : | * a and m2 : I - a where a << 1, then

ftttftrz: 1. - a' = l, and we can consider the normal

feedback as being effective. We note that, for the sharp-

cornered transfer characteristic we have assumed, the

B-difference distortion is independent of amplitude.

Fig.2. Amplitier transler characteristic, input w vs. out-
Put v.

Crossover Distortion

Fig. 4 shows a typical emitter follower class-B output
stage. The transistors are forward biased by a current 1
flowing through two diodes and a resistor. R, is the total
resistance of this diode string. We include a resistor R" in
the base lead of the upper transistor to keep the cir-
cuit symmetrical. Each emitter is coupled to the output
through a resistor R".

We will first analyze this circuit exactly to see if there
is an optimum value of R" so far as crossover distortion
is concerned. Assuming the transistors to be identical so
that there is no B-difierence distortion, all distortion will
arise from the non-linearity of the emitter-base junction

law. To flnd an optimum R", we need only minimize the
vqriation in output resistance with signal current. Accord-
ingly, we ground the input to the stage and apply a voltage
to the output as shown in Fig. 5.

Let R be one-half the ohmic resistance around the
emitter base-bias loop, referred to the emitter:

Fig.3. Feedback amplifier incoryorcting nonlinear ele-
ment.

R -  ( 1  - o ) ( R " * R u )  * R " * R " .  ( 1 3 )

(s)

(6)

J' -F Jc- n :

2
(  10 )

( 1 1 )

The mean

aa '= =f; tr, - s,),.

The distortion, d, is given by 
t:

O _ rms 4epq.rture -t/6a' _ | s, -s, | (n)* rms fundamental er s, * J, \ - -/

\E
, t l h - t n c ,  1

- r -- r  
2  |  l - m r m r p ? '

The distortion is reduced by feedback but the effective
loop gain is not pB brut m,m2pB. Thus, if either fl\ ot r/t2

J ' ,< ,  
-  a ,s in  E)2dE

J--u
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If 1, is the operating current and i, and i. are the signal [-
currents produced by the voltage e, we then have

l : I z - l t ( 1 4 ) Rl

and

9,"( |  + 4_.) - o e" i , \  -- v,, e rr5)
s \ ' / s /

k r  n ( l  +  
/ "  

i  i ' )  
r  R  r t "+  i - )  -  v "  I  e . t t6 )q  " ' \ '  '  1 "  /

1" is the saturation current of each transistor, i and e
the output current and voltage. When i : 0, i, : i : : 0
and  e :  0 ,  so

r /  k T  /  '  \
t / 6  / n { t + ,  ) + R r , .  

, l i )
S  \  I ' /

Substitution of this expression into ( 1 5) and ( I 6) gives,

after multiplication throughout by ! ana neglecting 1"
q

in the result:

(  l 8 )

(  te)

e2

R2

Typical emitter tollower C/ass-B slage.

To tind optimum R. input is grounded, voltage
applied to output.

of

l l z l l

I  
- I  

Ir o  r o  r o

(23)

a,

^ (*) * s, R (+): -n
^ (;) * g, R (il:n

' q I
where go - 

-ffi 
and is the emitter conductance at the op-

erat ing point .

If we assume a value forr. we can easily compute the

corresponding value of  
#.But  

then to f indf  f rom (18)

involves the solution of a transcendental eqlation. No

way being known to rewrite (18) explicit ly in 
fr. 

the

9100A Calculator was programmed to find this quantity
by successive approximations.

Having found f , it is then a simple matter to compute- L ,

the output resistance R,, or rather the normalized quan-
tity g"R",which consists of the two normalized resistances

BoRt:g"R + 
;m

g , R r - g n R  I  t - r h

and

(20)

(2r)

in parallel.

^ i, I '
O t  

, ,  
-  n ,  

t -  
-  r .  Thus  goR,  +  B ,R ,  +  BuR.

The difference, AgoR,, between goR,, and its limiting
value for large signal currents is therefore

AgoRo g, (R, - R). (22)

The 9100A was used not  only  to solve tor f .  Uut  to

compute and plot the 9125A plotter,\g,Ro as a function

The results are shown in Fig. 6.
We see that for goRo :0, the resistance falls with in-

creasing signal currents, while for goR ) I, the resistance
I

rises. With g,R : ;, the resistance falls monotonically as
-

with g,R : 0, but by only half as much. With goR: l,
the initial and final values. of goRo are the same but there

is a bump in between at 
I= 

4. Thus a value of R some-

where betwe.n -L un. l  f  i ,  opt imum.
zg" .(,

However, the drop across this resistance produced by

the operating current is only 
+ 

- iT. * 
= 

+
or from 13 to 26 mill ivolts. Over the temperature ranges
from OoC to l00oC, the junction drop of a sil icon
transistor wil l change typically by 250 mill ivolts. Thus,

unless the biasing diodes (see Fig. 4) track this change
within a few percent, 1o wil l be very unstable. If the
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biasing diode were integrated on the same chip with the
transistor, accurate enough tracking might be achieved,
in which case these results would be of practical interest.

At present the most practical solution to the tempera-
ture stability problem appears to be to make R" many

times larger than ] and to rely on negative feedback to- g o

reduce the resulting distortion.

Fig.6. Ettect of emitter res,slance on crcssovet distot'
tion,

To avoid wasting sigral power in R", these resistors
may be shunted by diodes as shown in Fig. 7. If the oper-
ating current, /,, produces a voltage drop in R" greater

than half the diode drop required to conduct currents on
the order of /o, then the diode on either side conducts and
shunts out its R" before the opposite transistor cuts off.
As a result, the output resistance never rises as in the
curves on Fig. 6 for g"R ) 1. Rather, neglecting the for-
ward resistance of the diode, it drops by an amount

R " - R " - ( 1  - a ) ( R o * R ' )
2

at large signal currents, instead of rising by an amount

R " * R , * ( 1  = c ) ( R r * R J .

Contrary to what one might expect, these power saving
diodes do not increase distortion; they may actually re-
duce it slightly.

When the diode is open, the transmission of the stage,
which we will call rur2, is

With the diode closed and the opposite transistor not
yet open, the resistance of the path through the diode
(1 - o) (R" + R, + R", is paralleled by the resistance

of the path through the other transistor (1 - 
") 

(R, +
Ru) * R, f R". Since the latter is ordinarily much larger,
we will neglect this intermediate condition and assume the

opposite transistor is always open when a diode is closed.
The transmission is then

de"l  R2
l r r :  d e r l :  

.

closed 
(25)

In all these expressions, we have neglected the diode

transistor junction resistances. Dividing QD by (25), we

find
(1 -*) (R, * R" * Ra) * R, f R,

- :  .

(26)

One diode or the other closes when the signal voltage

at the emitters has the absolute value
/  ? R ^ \

e o : l l  +  +  |  ( V a -  I " R " ) .  ( 2 7 )
\  ^ " , /

For higher voltages, the conducting emitter and the

output voltage differ by V 6, the diode drop'
Thus we can represent the entire non-linear stage by

a linear amplifier of gain prr, followed by a non-linear

transfer characteristic of slope m ttp to the breakpoint
and slope 1 thereafter. Further, if we agree to normalize

all voltages by dividing by eo, this breakpoint will have

the abscissa 1, as shown in Fig. 8.
In Fig. 9, we show this equivalent stage as part of a

feedback amplifier whose loop gain (above the break-
point) is pB. In Figs. 8 and 9

€ i n
w : -

eo

llz€t

eo

e"
v :  - .
- € o

(28 )

(2e)

(30)

A similar normalization is possible for other.circuit
configurations, so what follows is generally applicable.

Suppose we wish an outPut
y - a s i n { . (3 1)

If the transfer characteristic had unity slope through-
out, this would require an input

, _  
l - P l 3 c s i n { .  ( 3 2 )

p

With the actual characteristic, the output up to the

^r, : ?l- lopen

R,

(1 - o) * (^, *&+&) *Y *r|^;
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(Y -  Y") :  T: , f i  
(w - w").  (36)

Using (32) and (33 ), this may be written
y : a [sin .l - (1 - s) sin Q,], 6 )> 6". e7)

The fundamental component of the wave described by
(33 )  and  (37 )  i s

J:"' '  Y stnE dq
U l  -

042  :

. - . 2w h e r e  K -  -  ( + " + s i n + , c o s f , ) . (3e)

The mean square difference between the actual wave
and the fundamental  is :

: ' lL-(r-r" ]  (38)

I"'' r, - a,)" d#

J)"'' or
t i*, '  * ( t - +) sin'so - *,,1,

.f''/" "ir"4, a6

(1 -  s) 'a '

Finally, the distortion is
Transter characteristic of entite nonlinear staae.

,,., | #

amplitier

breakpoint is then given by:

, ,  -  f t l l '
r -  |  ; ' i l :  - t d S l n d . 4 < 4 "

I  - / r p

where

s : m . t - r t ? ^
I  -  m jL lJ

and

Po = 5in-r Jn '
SA

The quantity s will be recognized as thc effective slope.
as modified by the feedback. Beyond the breakpoint

\P + z (t - ?Y),,,'+" - *rx + t

l'=-'l
(4r)

/
4 r /

4 -

(  3 3 )

(34 )

(35)

Expressions (38) through (41) are valid only if s5, <
;  . .  ,  n t  l - m " B  , m
;, i.e., i l '  a )-- -. For a ( -. there is no
Z  

- . 5  
l - t t l J  

- , t

distortion although the gain is reduced. Of course, if m :

0, the output is zero for a ( ,--: ^ and in a sense the

distortion is large.

We note from (41) that d ---> 0 as @o -+ 0 (large sig-

nals) and as d,o -> 
i 

(unless J : 0, in which case d-+ m ).

There is thus some intermediate value of ,p, at which the
distortion is worst. However, it is not convenient to find
this maximum by differentiating (41). Instead, the 9100A
Calculator was programmed to plot d as a function of y
for various values of m and ,.,.8.

Fig. 10 shows the distortion with no feedback and var-
ious values of ze, while Figs. 11, 12 and 13 show the
same values of zr, but with 20 dB, 40 dB and 60 dB of
feedback, respectively. The importance of having m ) O
is evident, for with z :0 the distortion becomes infinite

Diodes shunt R.to avoid wasting power in resis-

Equivalent stage shown as part ol an
whose loop gain, above break point, is pp
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F
as a = - 1, regardless of the amount of feedback.

V ;

Fig. 14 shows the maximum distortion (expressed in
dB) as a function of m for the same values of feedback.
Note that for m : 0.6 the maximum distortion is less
than the fundamental bv 20 dB I the feedback.
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